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About This Content

Original soundtrack of TIMEframe. Featuring beautiful strings, piano, and guitar, composed by Clark Aboud.

The Ascendant Spire - 01:15

The Age of Affirmation - 01:43

Herald - 01:16

The Passage - 00:48

Meriticians - 01:24

Astronium - 01:15

Wind - 00:52

Waning Hopes - 00:51

Falling - 00:45
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Water - 00:54

Victory Gates - 01:04

Cataclystians - 01:01

Remorse for a Broken Stream - 01:03

Earth - 01:02

Exodus - 01:31

Harbinger - 00:47

Fire - 00:47

The Nomad - 01:35

When All Is Dust - 01:11

The Seed - 01:12

Songs will be downloaded to the TIMEframe - Original Soundtrack folder in your Steam Directory:
[…]\Steam\steamapps\common\TIMEframe\Soundtrack
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This game is really nice :D I really love the idea behind plus the nice graphics! I cant say that theres something that I dont like..
Or maybe just the fact that I finished almost every level in under 1 hour :D But still, this game is really fun and relaxing to play!
Hope to see an update soon!. I like Shooter a lot. But after 1h its getting boring and unfair for me. Frustrating. Grapgic is good,
but gameplay isn't well designed\/balanced.. I have HTC Vive and I'm stuck in the office right after game starts. For some
reason I couldn't see remotes or guns in the game. All of my other games work fine and I can use my remotes without any
issues.
Update: If you can't see your remotes (guns) in this game, reinstall Steam + VR Home.

The game is challenging and it's fun to play it!. At first I didn't like this game, mainly because I kept failing in getting 3 keys in
a level. Pretty soon I realised that with each replay you get better and faster, and ended up playing several hours in my first
session. You also get to keep all the money you've earned during the failed attempt and then use it to buy extra time on your
next replay.

I think "earning money to buy extra time" is very good feature. Even if you're a complete moron, you can get 3 keys in all levels.
Just grind for money and buy yourself some more time. The amount of grinding required is of course directly proportional to
your level of moronness.

I recommend this, even if you're a moron.. what update is it
. Nice indie game.
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Terrible game with no standing out points, do not buy.. Bardock is the character in DBZ, even added the dramatic finsh and
bardock wins the fight against Frieza and even added the orginal dramatic finsh when Freiza wins. pretty cool.
dis♥♥♥♥♥♥gud. very cubicle. I love the family aspect nick has put into making this game and also all the voice work by bella,
btw bella you rock in everything you do and awesome voice work. ps nick get the other kids involved. ill send u more beta
tweaks on fb. One of my favorite games!. Fantastic game, highly recommend, good for beginners and experienced drivers.

Great for it's age :)
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